Thank you for installing Filecats Standard or Filecats Professional.
Filecats allows to you import the contents of Windows Explorer into Microsoft Excel. Filecats
Professional also adds metadata for Microsoft Office documents, audio/video files,
pictures/photographs, and MSG files contained in Windows Explorer.
Filecats is very easy to use. Once installed, there is no program in the Start menu or on the Desktop.
Instead, simply right‐hand click on a single folder or drive and select Filecats Standard or Filecats
Professional. That’s it! The spreadsheet is created, and you can use it or email it to someone else –
they don’t need to have Filecats installed to use the spreadsheet.
Additional features can also be shown in the videos on the Filecats website, www.filecats.co.uk
If, however, there are additional questions you want to answering, this manual shows some of the
features of Filecats, and how to make best use of it.
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Starting Filecats
You can right‐hand click the single folder or drive by using one of the following methods:
1. Open Windows Explorer and right‐hand click on a single folder or drive in the left‐hand pane.
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2. Open Windows Explorer and right‐hand click on a single folder or drive in the right‐hand
pane.

3. Click on the Start menu and Computer, and right‐hand click on a single hard drive [This does
not work on Windows 8.0, but does work on Windows 8.1]:
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4. Right‐hand click on a shortcut which points to a folder or drive:

5. Click on the Start menu and Computer, and right‐hand click on your name, (My) Documents,
(My) Pictures or (My) Music, as these are shortcuts to a single folder. [This does not work on
Windows 8.0, but does work on Windows 8.1]:

The following methods will not work:
1. Right‐hand click on a file (such as a Word or Excel document), instead of a folder or drive.
2. Right‐hand click on a Library, as that is not a folder or drive.
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You can, however, catalogue part of a library:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Right‐hand clicking on the library “Documents” will catalogue the folder “My Documents”.
Right‐hand clicking on the library “Music” will catalogue the folder “My Music”.
Right‐hand clicking on the library “Pictures” will catalogue the folder “My Pictures”.
Right‐hand click on the library “Videos” will catalogue the folder “Videos”.

Selecting Metadata (Filecats Professional)
After you have clicked “Filecats Professional” on a single file or folder, the Metadata options box
appears:
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The Metadata options box includes the following:





Standard (common) Metadata:
o Dates, company and title,
o Comments,
o Authors,
o Tags and
o Categories,
o Less common standard metadata.
Microsoft Office Documents Metadata, which are grouped into:
o Common metadata, and
o Less common metadata.
Image Metadata, which are grouped into:
o Image metadata,
o Common photo metadata,
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o Less common photo metadata, and
Media Metadata, which are grouped into:
o Media,
o Audio,
o Music,
Outlook MSG Metadata, which are grouped into:
o Outlook,
o Common,
o Common Email metadata,
o Calendar,
o Common Contact metadata,

o

GPS metadata.

o
o

Video and
Recorded TV.

o
o
o
o
o

Task,
Journal & Note,
Less common email metadata,
Less common contact metadata,
Body.

More detailed descriptions of the specific metadata which can be extracted can be found on our
website, Filecats.co.uk
You can fine‐tune the metadata by clicking on the settings button on the right‐hand side. For
example, you may wish to catalogue email metadata without cataloguing calendar, contact, or other
MSG metadata.
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If all of the metadata is deselected or the sliders set at zero, the results will be the same as per
Filecats Standard.
Additional metadata will take Filecats longer to capture, as is indicated by the Performance Indicator
at the bottom of the screen:
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Once you have set the metadata options appropriately, please click the Start button to start.
If you have using Office 2003 or earlier then, due to the limitations of Office 2003, only metadata up
to 240 columns can be updated.
If specific metadata has been requested but there is no such specific metadata in any file, then the
column will be hidden in the final catalogue.
MSG Metadata
If you are cataloguing MSG files: Please note that the computer will take approximately 1
minute to catalogue metadata from the first MSG file. Subsequent files will be catalogued
much more quickly.

Clicking the “Body” Outlook Metadata may significantly increase the size of the Excel
spreadsheet, as the text of the body of the email is included. Please note that, if the “Body”
option is selected, the catalogue will not be “Word Wrapped”, due to the quantity of text
being inserted. You can “Word Wrap” appropriate columns once the catalogue is created, if
you wish.
If both “Less common email” and “Body” Outlook Metadata are selected, then the text is
also included in HTML format, and the delivery headers are also included. These will also
significantly increase the size of the Excel spreadsheet.

Please note that, if too much metadata (especially including the Body text) is catalogued for
several hundred thousand rows, then Excel may crash or fail to reopen a catalogue. This is a
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problem with Microsoft Excel, which hopefully would be corrected in future versions of
Excel.

The Cataloguing process
Once you have right‐hand clicked on a folder or drive, and set any metadata options if appropriate,
then Filecats starts cataloguing. The following screen is shown during this time:

First of all, Filecats opens Microsoft Excel. There may be a short delay until Excel opens.
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Then Filecats starts cataloguing the files. The speed is dependent on many factors, such as the speed
of the computer processor, the speed of the interface (e.g. internal hard drive will be faster than an
external hard drive or USB drive) and the amount of metadata that is required to be captured.
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Once the files have been catalogued, or the “Cancel” button has been pressed, then the spreadsheet
is formatted, so that the columns are appropriately sized, dates are formatted as such, and rows are
appropriated sized (unless you are cataloguing “Body” metadata).
Speed of formatting is dependent on the number of rows catalogued and the amount of metadata
catalogued.
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Once the cataloguing has been completed, then Filecats will ask you to save the catalogue.
In the Taskbar in Windows 7 and 8, you may see the Excel icon glow orange:

If you switch to Excel, you will see a dialog box appear asking you to save it.
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You can either save it or press “Cancel”. If you are using Excel 2007 or later, you can change the
“Save as type” to “Excel Binary Workbook (*.xlsb)” – this will reduce the size of the spreadsheet.
Once you have done either, Filecats has finished, and it ends. You now have the catalogue in Excel
format for you to use as you wish.
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The Catalogue spreadsheet
The following section examines various aspects of the workbook produced by Filecats.
The Catalogue spreadsheet produced by Filecats Standard starts with these columns:

Folders – Filtering and Grouping
All folders are shown in highlighted rows. Each level is shown in a different colour, as shown below.
The folders are grouped together. In the top‐left hand corner are the numbers

. If you press

, the root folder (shown in row 5 above) and the next level of folders are shown, and all other
folders and files are hidden:
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All of the folders bar the root folder are in the same folder, as they are all folders contained directly
in the root folder.
It should be noted that this is not a proper filter, and the missing rows are only hidden, not
filtered. This means that if you, for example, paste data over a series of rows which include
hidden rows, then the paste action will include the hidden rows.
For example, if you copy cell A11 (the number “7”), highlight cells A21 to A31 and paste,
then the number “7” will be pasted in cell A21, cell A31, and cells A22‐30. If you don’t want
that to happen, then you should filter instead of using these groups.
If you want to view the files and folders within the folder, click the

button in the next row. For

example, if you want to view the files within row 11, you should click the
row 21.
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button in the next row,

If you press , then the root folder, the files in the root folder, and all subfolders (including
subfolders of subfolders) are then shown:

The folders which are in green are subfolders of folders shown in yellow.
If you press

, then all folders, subfolders and files are shown.
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Note: If you want to sort the data in a different order, you should remove the grouping first.
To do that on Excel 2007 or later, go to Data – Ungroup – Clear Outline. This cannot be
undone, so you may wish to save it first.

Another way of filtering on folders is by clicking on the arrow in cell D4 and select “Folder”. This is
what it looks like on Excel 2007 or later.

On Excel 2007 or later, you should then click “(Select All)” to de‐select everything, and then click
“Folder” to select it, then click OK. Alternatively, you can enter “Folder” in the “Search” box and
press OK.
This shows all of the folders, and the row numbers are now shown in blue, indicating a filter.
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The “Indent” column shows how deep within the folder structure a file or folder is.
“0” indicates that the folder is the root folder.
“1” indicates that the file or folder is in the root folder.
“2” indicates that the file or folder is in a folder within the root folder, etc.
If you want only folders within the root folder, you should also select “1” in the Indent filter.

To remove a filter, select “(Select All)” or “Clear Filter from…”
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Columns in both Filecats Standard and Filecats Professional
Going from left to right, the columns exported are as follows:



ID. This is a sequential number for each file and folder. It is not intrinsic to the file.
Therefore, if you do a second catalogue and the number of files and folders have changed
compared the first catalogue, then the number for a particular file may change.



Folder or File Name. This is the file name or the folder name for a particular file.
The root folder, as shown in row 5 above, is shown as a single slash.
The name is indented according to a file or folder’s depth, i.e. a file within the root folder
will be indented slightly, where as a file within a folder within a folder will be indented more.

Some of the following columns are not available if the combination of the path and file name is
greater than 255 characters. This is because of limitations of Windows and Microsoft Excel.



Open. This is a hyperlink to the file or folder. If a folder, it will open it in Windows Explorer. If
a file, it will open the file if possible using the software on your machine.
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If Windows does not believe you have suitable software to open the file, then you will be
unable to open the file from Excel.

Depending on the type of file, you may receive a Microsoft Excel Security Notice, such as the
one below. This is normal.

As stated in the Security Notice, file may contain viruses and other things which may be
harmful to your computer and data. This is the same if you open the file within Windows
Explorer, but you may not get this warning in Windows Explorer.
This feature is discussed further in the Hyperlinks section below.


File Type. This is the extension of the file. Using this information, you can filter on all Excel
documents by filtering on files containing “.xls”, which will include “.xlsx” and “.xlsb”.
The description of the File Type can be generated in Filecats Professional in the Standard
Metadata section.



Attributes. These are attributes of the file, including:
o A – Archive,
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o
o
o
o

D – Directory (Folder),
H – Hidden, and
R – Read‐only
S – System.



Folder and File Name. This is the original folder and file name catalogued. For example, if a
file “A.docx” is contained in “C:\MyFolder\Folder2”, then this column will contain
“C:\MyFolder\Folder2\A.docx”



Path from Root. This contains the folder name only, and excludes the catalogued folder. For
example, if you have catalogued the folder “C:\MyFolder”, then for the above file this
column will contain “Folder2\”, i.e. it does not include “C:\MyFolder\” and it does not
include “A.docx”.



Size. This is the size for files shown in bytes. This column is blank for folders.



Indent. For nested folders, this shows the number of folders a particular folder is nested
from the root. For example, if you have catalogued the folder “C:\MyFolder”, then
“C:\MyFolder\Folder2” is 1 folder away from the root folder, and therefore this column will
contain the number 1.
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For files, this shows the indent of the folder plus 1. Therefore, as the folder
“C:\MyFolder\Folder2” is 1 indent away from “C:\MyFolder\”, then
“C:\MyFolder\Folder2\A.docx” is 2 indents away.


Created. This is the date and time that the file or folder was created, according to Windows
Explorer. Bear in mind that this may not be reliable as the most appropriate creation
date/time. For example, it may be the date/time that it was created on an individual
computer, as opposed to when it was originally created.
Alternatively, it may not be the relevant date for the file. For example, if you copy an email
from Microsoft Outlook to Microsoft Windows, this date/time of the file is when the copying
was done, instead of when the email was sent/received.
A more reliable date may be contained in the metadata, which may be obtainable with
Filecats Professional.



Last Written. This is the date and time that the file or folder was last written, according to
Windows Explorer. More reliable date/time may be available in the Filecats Professional
metadata.



Last Accessed. This is the date and time that the file or folder was last accessed, according to
Windows Explorer. More reliable date/time may be available in the Filecats Professional
metadata.



Folder. This is a hyperlink to Windows Explorer, and will open the relevant folder.

Hyperlinks – Changing the Relative Path
There are two types of hyperlinks, one to a file (which opens in a programme installed on your
computer) and one to a folder (which opens in Windows Explorer).
By default, this refers to the original folder and file’s location. For example, if you catalogue
“C:\MyFolder\”, and the hyperlink to “Folder2\A.docx” will open the Word document
“C:\MyFolder\Folder2\A.docx”. You can see this by hovering over the hyperlink. Some characters in
the hovered hyperlink, such as “:”, may be altered for technical reasons.
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It can be seen that the folder which has been calculated is “C:\MyFolder”, and the file is contained in
“C:\MyFolder\Folder2\A.docx”, and the hyperlink shows “C:\MyFolder\Folder2\A.docx” (albeit that
the colon has been converted into “%3A”, which in computer terms is the same).
However, what happens if you move the folders. For example, what if you catalogue a folder, then
put it on CD, or vice versa? Or if you archive it onto an external hard drive. Then the hyperlink will no
longer work.
For example, if the spreadsheet is saved into “C:\MyFolder”, the folder that was catalogued, and
then all the files and folders are moved onto a E drive into “E:\MyFolder”, then the hyperlinks will no
longer work.
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Despite the files being moved to the E drive, the hyperlink refers to the C drive. If the hyperlink is
clicked, you get the following message:

Therefore, the hyperlinks need to be changed. This is easily done in Filecats.
Cells F1 and G1 show where the original root folder:

However, “Original Path” is not the only option. If you click inside cell F1, an arrow appears in the
bottom‐right of the cell (or the bottom‐left of the next cell):
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Clicking on this arrow gives three options:

“Original Path” is a reference to the original root folder. If you catalogued “C:\MyFolder”, this will be
“C:\MyFolder”.
Changing this to the “Spreadsheet Path” changes the reference to the path where the spreadsheet is
saved. For example, if you saved the spreadsheet into “C:\MyFolder”, it will save “C:\MyFolder”. If
you save the spreadsheet in a different location, or if you move that spreadsheet in Windows
Explorer, then next time you open that spreadsheet, it will be updated.
In this case, the spreadsheet was saved in the root folder, “C:\MyFolder”. Then the entire folder was
moved to the E drive.
Opening the spreadsheet shows the
follows:

This is because the original path
remains unchanged.
However, if you click inside cell F1,
then click the drop‐down arrow, then
click “Spreadsheet Path”, cell G1 is
updated:
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Now the hyperlinks are updated:

Alternatively, you can use a custom
path. If you click inside cell F1, then
click the drop‐down arrow, then click
“Custom Path”, you will then see the
following:
The Custom Path is currently blank. If
you open the second spreadsheet in
this workbook, the “Input”
spreadsheet, you will see the
following:

You can then enter your Custom Path
into cell B5. If I enter
“g:\MyCustomPath” into cell B5…

… the Custom Path is updated.

The hyperlinks are updated:

This gives maximum flexibility.
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You can create a catalogue and save it in the root folder, or anywhere, and the hyperlinks
will work as long as the files remain in the same place.



You can create a catalogue and save in the root folder, and if you change the path to
“Spreadsheet path” then, if you move the catalogue and the data to a new location, as long
as the catalogue is moved to the new root folder, the hyperlinks will work. This can be used
for CDs and for archiving.



You can create a catalogue and use a custom path. As long as it is maintained and the filing
structure and the files remain intact, then the hyperlinks will work.

More of this can be seen on of the videos on our website. Please click here to see it.

Hyperlinks – Hash/Pound Sign, and Long Path/Filenames
The “#” symbol, known variously as a hash or pound sign, is sometimes used in folder and file
names, especially in America, where it is used as a synonym for the word “number”.
However, it is a reserved character in Microsoft Excel, and generally cannot be used in hyperlinks.
This is a limitation of Microsoft Excel. Therefore, any hyperlink with a hash in the folder structure or
the file name will not work.
However, Filecats uses an alternative system of coding which means that it can work in Excel 2010 or
later. For example, this hyperlink will fail in Excel 2007, but succeed in Excel 2010.

Additionally, Microsoft Windows has a problem when the combination of folders (known as a
“path”) plus the filename (with the extension) is 256 characters long or more. You may get errors in
Windows Explorer such as this:
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For example, the combination of this path and filename is 256 characters:

If the combination of path and filename is 256 characters or longer, then the hyperlinks may not
work, and the file type, attributes, size, index, dates and metadata may not be captured.
These files can be identified. The hyperlink will not say “Open”, and a default size and indent of ‐1
bytes and default dates of 1/0/1900 12:00:00 AM may be inserted if they cannot be read.

This is a limitation of Windows Explorer. If this happens, you may wish to shorten the path or file
names.

Metadata
Filecats Professional can also import metadata.
The column headers are categorised in the different headings shown on page 5 above. More details
of the metadata can be found on our website, www.filecats.co.uk .
Standard metadata include the following:
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Microsoft Office metadata include the following:

Photograph and picture metadata include the following:

Audio/video metadata include the following:
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Email MSG metadata include the following:
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More information about metadata and videos are included on our website, www.filecats.co.uk .

Thank you
Thank you for installing Filecats. Please enjoy the 7‐day free trial. If you find it useful, please buy a
yearly license.
After a couple of days, when you start Filecats, you will see a message which will have a hyperlink
enabling you to buy a yearly license.
If you have any questions or comments, please let me know by going to our website and clicking the
“Now Chatting” button at the bottom‐right:
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Legal bit: Any comments made or questions asked will become the copyright of Filecats
Limited. Filecats Limited may use any comments for publicity purposes, unless otherwise
stated.
I hope you enjoy Filecats Standard or Filecats Professional, and hope you will find it as useful as I do
every day.
Manual – Version 1.0.
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